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Luiz Brandão’s Legacy
In the 90s, the visionary Pharmacist Luiz Brandão presented to ABC’s board a project that would
fill the gap that Brazilian researchers and formulators were faced with:

The lack of a technical-commercial literature, which compiled the monographs and the main active 
ingredients used in cosmetic products.

By that time, there were only international references, not fully compatible with the Brazilian market.

And so, ÍNDEX ABC was created...

Ø In 1996, the 1st Edition of the book was published in partnership with the author Luiz Brandão.
Through the support of the national scientific community, the ÍNDEX ABC soon got the status of
an essential work tool for professionals of the local cosmetic industry.

Ø ÍNDEX ABC was recognized as a bibliographic reference by the Brazilian Health Regulatory
Agency/ANVISA for cosmetic product registration processes and in 1999, the book’s 2nd
Edition was launched, with more than 7,000 monographs.



Ø After another decade, Luiz Brandão and ABC updated the ÍNDEX ABC again and launched its 3rd Edition,
in partnership with Pharmabooks, covering a huge number of industries and distributors of raw
materials for the cosmetic industry, with more than 15,000 monographs in alphabetical order by INCI
name (International Nomenclature Cosmetic Ingredient).

“To my son André who, following my footsteps, motivates me to walk". 
Luiz Brandão (in memoriam)

Luiz dedicated this last book to his son André, who was beginning his 
professional career in Cosmetology. 

Brandão passed away in 2010, leaving the legacy of this work for the 
Brazilian Cosmetic sector, which continues today through the hands of 

his son, with the permanent ABC’s partnership.

Luiz Brandão’s Legacy



From the paper book to digital...



Índex ABC goes... online!

Índex ABC Online (casadacosmetologia.com.br)

ü +37.000 INCI ingredients translated into Portuguese
ü Suppliers List 
ü Brazilian Legislation 
ü Technical Opinions
ü Technical  Notes
ü Anvisa’s Guidelines and Handbooks
ü Anvisa's Thematic Library (Cosmetics) 
ü European Legislation 
ü FDA Legislation
ü List of ingredients by function
ü Abbreviations and Expressions
ü Regulatory Assessment

Índex ABC is a single,  reliable repository of updated Cosmetic 
Info for your Business, saving time, effort, avoiding mistakes 

and expensive reworks!

https://index.casadacosmetologia.com.br/


ÍNDEX ABC Online main Features
How to find an ingredient:
ü Ingredient search by INCI, CAS #, Name in Portuguese (ANVISA, Índex ABC Online or Trade

Name.
ü Trade Name by Suppliers.
ü Ingredient search by function (Replacement/Countertype).

Ingredient Regulatory Information:

Ø INCI Name
Ø Name in Portuguese
Ø Synonymy 
Ø CAS #

Ø Functions
Ø Brazilian Legislation
Ø European Legislation
Ø FDA Legislation

And what does it mean for your Business?
You can find all regulatory information quickly, in just one place!!



Índex ABC Online - example: searching by INCI



Índex ABC Online - Monograph (1/2)
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How to use the Regulatory Assessment tool:

First, you input the ingredients of the formulation and its quantities, and then, with a single click,
the program will inform you whether each ingredient in the formula is subjected to regulation or
not.
If that’s the case, the program will show the requirements for the regions: Brazil, Europe and the
USA.

Based on this information, the formulator will be able to assess whether the formulation is
compliant with the regulations of the country where the product will be launched.

Important:
ü The formulation is never saved in the Índex ABC Online! 
ü However, you can generate a pdf with the information to keep it.

ÍNDEX ABC Online main Features



Regulatory Assessment tool:
Fill in the Formulation name, the ingredients and their percentages.

Formulation name

Ingredient 

Analyze/Assessement

Ingredients List

ÍNDEX ABC Online main Features



Regulatory Assessment: This tool creates a pdf file with all the regulatory information for each
ingredient in Brazil, Europe and USA.

Brazilian Legislation 

FDA Legislation
European Legislation 

ÍNDEX ABC Online main Features

And what 
does it mean 

for your 
Business?

Multi-Region 
Regulatory 
Info in just 

one place, so 
you’ll be able 
to formulate 
according to 
your Target 

Market!!



Label Ingredients List

Using this tool, you can have the product ingredients list in descending order, by INCI Name and
also by the translations into Portuguese - ANVISA’s and ours! Important: you

must check if there
are allergens in the
fragrance and
declare them on the
label as provided
for in the
“List of Substances 
which cosmetic 
products must not 
contain except 
subject to the 
restrictions laid 
down”

Label List INCI
Label List ANVISA

ÍNDEX ABC Online main Features

Label List Índex ABC Online



3.0 Version

The largest guide to cosmetic ingredients

Version 3.0 New Tools

Biodiversity Legislation Metrological Legislation Global Regulatory  trends 
and savings for your 

company

Reverse Logistics



ABOUT THE TRANSLATIONS:
The translations provided in Índex ABC Online are 
being adapted to the new rules proposed by Anvisa

and so they are not yet exactly the official names. 
We are working in order to harmonize all translations 
and criteria, and also to help ANVISA to include all 

names in Portuguese.  



Subscription



To purchase as many subscriptions as you wish, click on the link: 
https://www.casadacosmetologia.com.br/index

Subscription

USE OF 12 MONTHS
Choose the subscription plan that best suits your needs.

ABC Members
12 Months of use
R$581,90 cash or

10x R$58,19 interest-free

ABC Members Non-Members
Non-Members

12 Months of use
R$1163,81 cash or

10x R$116,38 interest-free

https://www.casadacosmetologia.com.br/index


Sponsorship



Advertising Offering Support Samples Investment

Logo on Índex ABC

Random Banner 700x100px with 
other sponsors on Índex ABC

Offering Quote (Single quote)
ABC Members: R$5,000
Non-Members: R$10,000
Advertising validity period: 1 year

Video on Índex ABC

Popup on homepage

Side Banner on homepage

Highlighted Logo on homepage

Logo in sponsor’s area of 
homepage

Support Quote
ABC Members: R$2,500
Non-Members: R$5,000
Advertising validity period: 1 year

Sample Quote
ABC Members: R$1,000
Non-Members: R$2,000
Advertising validity period: 1 year

Índex ABC email mkt with your logo

Posting in ABC’s social media (1 per 
month, in the feed)

Enable “Sample Request”

Subscription (access to research 
platform, only during sponsorship 
validity 3 months)
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Demonstration
 

For more information or a free demo, please contact:
 

Fabiana Assis

55-11-973310462 or 

fabiana.assis@casadacosmetologia.com.br 

mailto:fabiana.assis@casadacosmetologia.com.br


Thank you!
 


